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Introduction
Compressive optic neuropathy (CON) is a heterogeneous disease that causes damage to the retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axon of the optic nerve by mechanical compression. It usually results in a slow progressive and painless structural and functional deterioration of optic nerve. The etiologic compressive masses can be varied in terms of different pathologic tissues, sizes, growth rates, biological behaviors, and systemic disturbances. 1, 2 Also, the retinotopic rearrangement of axonal fibers themselves at the site of compression can be region-specific along the pathway from intraocular, intraorbital, intracanalicular, intracranial parts of the optic nerve, chiasm, optic tract before synapse at the lateral geniculate body. Therefore, the clinical pictures include the pattern, severity, rate of visual loss progression, disc morphology, and other associated neurological and systemic signs and symptoms at the time of diagnosis, which can be varied.
The evaluation of both structure and function in optic neuropathies at the time of presentation provides vital information about the status of the disease and is extremely useful for monitoring the clinical progression and/or recovery after treatment. While glaucomatous optic neuropathy (GON) is among the most intensive studied optic neuropathies of which structure and function mapping are well established, [3] [4] [5] other nonglaucomatous optic neuropathies may have their specific patterns of structural and functional damage and probable different degrees of structure-function relationship. CON was shown to possess distinct patterns of RGC damage in both peripapillary and macular areas compared to GON. [6] [7] [8] [9] CON is associated with significantly thinner nasal and temporal sectors of peripapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness, 6 while the macular ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer (GCIPL) thickness performs better than RNFL in discriminating between CON and GON. 7 There is a report which compared the structure-function correlation of RNFL measured by optical coherence tomography (OCT) with standard automated perimetry in patients with chiasmal compression. 10 RNFL is topographically related to visual field loss, with the temporal sectors showing the strongest correlations. Interestingly, the correlation between RNFL and visual field defects strengthens as the time from surgical intervention increases. 10 While OCT macular ganglion cell analysis has recently been shown to strongly correlate with visual field defects from optic chiasm compressive lesions and potentially help with regard to prognosis following treatment. 11 Recently, OCT ganglion cell complex analysis has been claimed to be more sensitive than visual field testing with standard automated perimetry in the detection of compressive chiasmopathy or optic neuropathy. 12 In this study, we report the variable structure-function relationship of suprasellar CON at the time of diagnosis. The possible mean deviation (MD) ranges associated with the different structural thinning profiles from mild to severe are demonstrated. We also show a correlation between differential structural thinning profile and minimal limit of associated MD range at the time of CON diagnosis. The possible nature and implication of the out of proportion between functional and structural deterioration are discussed.
Materials and methods
Thirty-two eyes from 19 patients with CON presented or were referred to our neuro-ophthalmology clinic at Siriraj Hospital with different degrees of visual loss. All CON patients had been diagnostically confirmed by the presence of the etiologic compressive lesion at the suprasellar area by neuroimaging. The research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The institutional review committee had approved the research and patient written informed consent had been obtained.
All patients underwent a complete ophthalmic examination, including visual acuity, refraction, slit lamp biomicroscopy, gonioscopy, IOP measurement with Goldmann tonometry, and dilated stereoscopic fundus examination. All patients had a spherical refractive error within the range of ±5 D and IOP measurement of less than 21 mm Hg. Patients were excluded if they had any anterior segment, media opacity, retinal, posterior segment, or optic nerve disease other than CON. Specifically, patients with known glaucoma, family history of glaucoma, focal notching, or optic nerve hemorrhage were excluded. Patients were also excluded from the study if they had a history of diabetes or any other systemic illness that may affect the retina and optic nerve.
OCT measurement of RNFL thickness and macular GCIPL thickness for each eye was performed using the Cirrus OCT (OCT-3, OCT 6.0 software; Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc., Dublin, CA, USA). RNFL Optic Disc Cube 200×200 and Macular Cube 512×128 scan protocols were used. 13 The ganglion cell analysis algorithm was used to determine macular GCIPL thickness within 14.13 mm 2 elliptical annulus area centered on the fovea. Six sectoral (superior, superonasal, inferonasal, inferior, inferotemporal, and superotemporal) GCIPL thickness values were used for analysis. The Cirrus SD-OCT algorithm calculates the peripapillary RNFL thickness at each point on the circle of 3.14 mm 2 centered on the optic disc. Four-quadrant (superior, nasal, inferior, and temporal) RNFL thicknesses were used for analysis.
The visual field test was performed while pupil was undilated using a Humphrey Field Analyzer (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA), according to Swedish Interactive Threshold Algorithm standard 24-2 program. All visual fields used for analysis had to meet the following reliability criteria: fixation loss <20% and false-positive/false-negative error less than 15%. The MD index (dB), a central weighted mean of total deviation, has been used to represent the visual field function. CON eyes of similar pattern and degree of both GCIPL and RNFL thinning were grouped and illustrated with the same symbols. All statistics including mean thickness and standard deviation of each structural profile were computed using Predictive Analytics Software version 18 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Scatter plots illustrated structure-function between each OCT parameter of individual eyes versus MD index, were created by the same software.
Results
Thirty-two eyes were from heterogeneous causes of newly diagnosed suprasellar CON patients and 60 eyes from healthy controls were included in this study ( Table 1) . The etiologic compressive mass of the 32 eyes included 22 eyes from patients with pituitary adenoma (one eye from a patient with acromegaly and one eye from a patient with a rapid progression of visual loss from pituitary apoplexy), four eyes from patients with Rathke cleft cyst, two eyes from a patient with multicystic suprasellar mass, one eye from a patient with craniopharyngioma, one eye from a patient with nasopharyngeal malignant epithelial tumor, one eye from a patient with cavernous and parasellar meningioma, and one eye from a patient with tuberculum meningioma. Out of 32 newly diagnosed CON eyes, 31 eyes (97%) had bilateral involvement. Not every eye from the bilateral involvement cases was included, five eyes were not able to perform a reliable visual field test and were thus excluded from the study. Twelve of 31 eyes (39%) showed a relatively symmetrical visual field loss between eyes, while 19 of 31 eyes (61%) showed apparent asymmetrical visual field loss between the bilateral involved eyes. The MD difference between eyes is greater than 6.
Stratification of 32 supra-sellar CON eyes based on similar degrees and patterns of both macular GCIPL and peripapillary RNFL thinning from mild to severe degrees of thinning and their associated MD index distribution is summarized in Table 2 . CON eyes of similar pattern and degree of both GCIPL and RNFL thinning are illustrated with the same symbols ( Table 2, 
and Figures 1 and 2).
The mean OCT thicknesses of each structural thinning profile are shown in Table 3 .
The cross-sectional structure-function distribution plot showed that each different structural profile of macular GCIPL and RNFL thinning was associated to a range rather than a fixed value of visual field loss based on MD index. The high degree of visual field loss or MD index between −28.0 and −32.0 dB was virtually found to be associated with any groups of different patterns and degrees of structural thinning. While the minimal limit of associated MD range to each thinning profile showed a trend of gradual decline from 0.0 to about −16.0 dB when there is only nasal hemiretina (superonasal and/or inferonasal) macular GCIPL thinning and as it began to decrease from 75 to 45 µm as shown in Figure 1A and B. While the corresponding manifested temporal RNFL thinning was less consistent. The additional temporal hemiretina (superotemporal and inferotemporal sectors) macular GCIPL and superior-inferior peripapillary RNFL thinning were only seen in 10 of 32 CON eyes of which their nasal hemiretina GCIPL and temporal RNFL thinning had reached significant thinning (45-60 and 35-45 µm, respectively). Interestingly when temporal hemiretina GCIPL and corresponding temporal RNFL thinning were present (45-75 µm), the minimal limit of MD range continued to decrease from −16.0 to −32.0 dB as the thinning increased as shown in Figure 1E and F and Figure 2C and D. Figure 3 shows the structural and functional data of a typical case of CON. The patient was a 54-year-old woman with slow progressive painless visual loss in the left eye for 4 months.
Discussion
From the cross-sectional data of manifested thinning pattern of 32 suprasellar CON eyes, 31 eyes (97%) generally fit the similar path of thinning progression. The early thinning profile was highly localized to the nasal hemiretina of macular and corresponding temporal RNFL of the optic nerve head. While different degrees of temporal hemiretina macular GCIPL and corresponding superiorinferior peripapillary RNFL thinning were evidenced in the more advanced thinning profiles, where the nasal hemiretina thinning had already been severe. This is well agreed with the pattern of early chiasmal compression of suprasellar mass shown in many works of literature. 6, 7, 11, 14 The involvement of uncrossed temporal fibers from further extension to either ipsilateral distal optic nerve or proximal optic tract compression prior to the complete damage to crossed nasal fibers of chiasmal compression infrequently occurred. As shown in our study, one CON eye from a patient with pituitary adenoma showed a minor variation of predominantly superior-sector macular GCIPL thinning with corresponding superior-quadrant peripapillary RNFL thinning at the time of diagnosis. In our study, the macular GCIPL parameters were shown to be more consistently present than peripapillary RNFL parameters in the early phase of the structural thinning of suprasellar CON eyes. This was agreed by many authors that macular GCIPL is more sensitive than peripapillary RNFL in the detection of the subtle structural defect of suprasellar CON. 7, 12 We believe this was due to the inherited broader window of possible thinning for the superonasal and inferonasal GCIPL parameters compared to corresponding temporal RNFL, together with the significantly narrower variance of normal healthy control of the macular GCIPL compared to temporal RNFL parameter (as shown in Table 3 , Figure 1A and B and Figure 2A and B) . While in the more advance CON structural thinning profile, even with a more comparable window of possible thinning between temporal hemiretina of GCIPL and superior-inferior RNFL parameters, the macular GCIPL may still be more favorable parameters to monitor due to the remarkably narrower variance (standard deviation) shown in the normal healthy eyes ( Table 3 , Figure 1E and F and Figure 2C and D). These may explain that equivalent degrees of thinning are likely to be more consistently manifested in macular GCIPL than peripapillary RNFL parameters. These may also explain the overlapping of manifested temporal RNFL parameters among the different degrees of macular GCIPL thinning in the early CON structural thinning profile.
The main purpose of this study is to show the variable structural-function relationship of CON at the time of diagnosis. The nature of the different proportions of structure and function damage to CON in our study is proposed. On one end where the functional damage is obviously out of proportion to the structural damage, the structural thinning delay behind the more readily functional deterioration present in the acute stage of any optic neuropathies is likely to be the possible explanation. 15 As CON is a progressive process, the relative structural thinning delay behind the functional damage may continuously present in zonal fashion unless in CON of very slow progression or recently inactive where the structural thinning may have caught up with the functional loss. Thus, the more rapid CON progress, the more cumulative structural delay relative to functional loss, and thus, the degree of out of proportion of functional to structural damage is higher. Another possible cause is the axonal stasis and edema due to direct compression or compromised vascular supplies which can also contribute to the increased thickness with impaired function. 16 Optic nerve axonal edema is evidenced in some compressive optic neuropathies, eg, optic tract edema from suprasellar compression 17 and optic disc edema in optic nerve sheath meningioma. 18, 19 This causes further structural thinning delays and only become apparent when optic disc edema was resolved. The more rapid rate or higher number of ganglion cell axonal was compressed, the higher the degree of axonal edema. Given that this mechanism can also operate zonal fashion in progressive CON, subclinical axonal edema can also contribute to different degrees of out of proportion between function and structural deterioration. This agreed with the previous findings that the correlation between RNFL and visual field defect in CON strengthens as the time from surgical intervention increases. 10 On the other end of the structure and function mismatch where the structural damage may present earlier than the functional disturbance, as were evidenced in preperimetric RGC damage in the early stage of glaucomatous optic neuropathies. [20] [21] [22] There was a report which suggested that preperimetric macular ganglion cell thinning may also be possible in mild degrees of CON. 12 This is believed to be due to the redundancy of the overlapping receptive field 23 together with the high sensitivity of macular GCL thinning to detect the subtle change in the early structural damage. 20, 21 According to our findings, this was likely to occur that when the CON process is a very slow progression then the ongoing functional loss would barely precede the structural damage. Furthermore, there might be some degree of structural remodeling of the extracellular matrix, supporting glial or vascular tissue that can also exaggerate the degree of structural thinning in such very slow progressive processes similar to those of glaucomatous process. 24, 25 Regarding our proposed origin of structure-function mismatch in CON at the time of diagnosis, rate progression seems to be a key parameter affecting the variation of manifestation. It is interesting, from a diagnostic perspective, how CON eyes can present to a possible range from acute to chronic features at the time of diagnosis. From a retrospective review in our patients and literature, CON eyes with very slow progression and a mild degree of peripheral visual field loss may present as normal tension glaucoma masquerade at the beginning, but later suspected for CON when visual field progression seems to respect the vertical midline. 26, 27 However, a mild degree of visual field loss can sometimes be identified in CON eyes with a relatively more rapid progression in the following situations. Endocrinological disturbance from a secreting functional pituitary tumor allows early clinical recognition, sometimes even before CON. With the regular surveillance of a visual field test thereafter increases the chance of early detection with a mild degree of visual field defect. In our study, CON eyes with a mild degree of visual field loss can also be revealed incidentally from highly asymmetrical bilateral involved cases of which the more affected eyes visual loss have brought patients to attention with acute feature. On the other spectrum of severity with more severe visual field loss, CON patients with more severe visual field loss usually seek for diagnosis earlier in an acute stage. However, some CON eyes with severe visual field loss in our study also show relative chronic features with more proportional degrees of structural and functional damage. This is believed to be due to an unawareness of a more affected eye, until the better eye becomes significantly affected or intentionally closed during an eye examination in some cases. Or in some cases, patients simply neglect to seek treatment due to admittance for the poor prognosis in the worse eye and only become more concerned and seek treatment when the better eye becomes affected.
Our findings that the structure-function relationship at the time of diagnosis can be highly variable emphasized the need for caution in using structural parameters at the time of diagnosis to predict the prognosis of function recovery especially when the function is unmeasurable or nonreliable. 
Study limitation
As our findings have suggested, some CON disease properties, such as the rate of progression, may be a key factor for the different manifestations of structural and functional losses at the time of diagnosis. Our study did not directly design or include any relevant surrogate parameters in the data collection, ie, the onset and the duration of symptoms at the time of diagnosis. However, it may be difficult to properly obtain these data in CON patients especially when their functional losses are mild, particularly peripheral field involvement, and with no other systemic symptoms. Another limitation is the limited sample size, we only began to see the trend of the possible manifestation between structure and function of CON at the time of diagnosis. The prevalence of each manifestation is not known. Future longitudinal studies of each structural thinning profile with associated different visual field losses will give us more insight into their relevant implication to the visual prognosis upon treatment and recovery.
Conclusion
Nasal hemiretina macular GCIPL thinning has been shown to be more sensitive and consistently found than corresponding temporal peripapillary RNFL thinning during the early structural thinning profile of suprasellar CON progression. The structure-function relationship of CON at the time of diagnosis can be highly variable especially when the degree of structural thinning is mild. This emphasized the need for caution in using structural parameters at the time of diagnosis to predict the prognosis of function recovery especially when the function is unmeasurable or nonreliable.
